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Gazza My Story
The Lives Less Ordinary series brings you the most exciting, adventurous and entertaining true-life writing that is out
there, for men who are time-poor but want the best. Lives Less Ordinary drops you into extreme first-hand accounts of
human experience, whether that's the adrenaline-pumping heights of professional sport, the brutality of the modern
battlefield, the casual violence of the criminal world, the mind-blowing frontiers of science, or the excesses of rock 'n' roll,
high finance and Hollywood. Lives Less Ordinary also brings you some of the finest comic voices around, on every subject
from toilet etiquette to Paul Gascoigne. Paul Gascoigne is a legend, both on and off the pitch, and a hero to a generation of
football fans. The man who, during Italia '90, made it OK to cry, and made the English fall in love with football all over
again. Despite endless books about him he is still an enigma to most, so who better than his closest confident (and
national institution himself), Danny Baker, to explain what truly makes him tick. This digital bite has been extracted from
Danny Baker and Danny Kelly's brilliant book Classic Football Debates.
Anthony Potts is the debut author of Eye on the Ball. He currently works in the city of Ningbo in China but is originally
from London, England. The story is about a teenager trying to pursue his dream of becoming a professional footballer.
The summer of 2018: England sweltered in the most sustained heatwave for 42 years, the government tore itself apart
over deals and no deals, and hundreds of miles away, in a taciturn and strange state, the national football team did the
unthinkable in the World Cup: they didn't screw it up. The England team that touched down in Russia for the 2018 World
Cup was a new-look outfit: there were no real stars, no overblown egos, and no dickheads. Still reeling from the wincing
exit to Iceland in the 2016 Euros, expectations were at an all-time low. Qualification had been smooth if not spectacular,
and pundits and fans alike were lukewarm about the team's chances. Just avoiding embarrassment would have counted as
some kind of success. As the tournament kicked off, a stunningly stage-managed occasion by Putin and his cronies at
FIFA, we all took a deep inhale of breath and waited for the inevitable: technical ineptitude and crap penalties. How
wrong we were. Over the next three weeks, as back home we dissolved in the heat, our football team gave us reason to
believe. We squeaked a win against Tunisia, trounced Panama and had a great tactical defeat to Belgium to open up the
draw to the final. We all bought waistcoats and eulogised Southgate's calm, fatherly manner. We all fell in love with
'Slabhead', aka Harry Maguire. And we did it all to the tune of 'It's Coming Home'. Barney Ronay was there through the
whole tournament, criss-crossing over Russia as he followed the England team, and the rest, on their quest for glory.
Here, he captures the sights and sounds, the twists and turns, the bad food and the great football that contributed into
making this World Cup one of the greatest of all time.
A famous account of growing up to be a fanatical football supporter. Told through a series of match reports, FEVER
PITCH has enjoyed enormous critical and commercial success since it was first published in 1992. It has helped to create
a new kind ofsports writing, and established Hornby as one of the finest writers of his generation.
How Football (Nearly) Came Home
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The Story of Life, the Universe and Everything
Sir Matt Busby & Manchester United
The Gary Kirsten Autobiography
Grand Pursuit
The Story of Mankind
Origin Story

From the Big Bang to the future of our planet, The Little Book of Big History divides history
into manageable but comprehensive time frames, encompassing the cosmos, the stars, life and
everything in between. Big History is the attempt to understand and condense the entire story of
the cosmos, from the Big Bang to the current day. Combining methods from history, astronomy,
physics and biology to draw together the big story arcs of how the universe was created, why
planets formed and how life developed, this creates a unique perspective from which to
understand the place of mankind in the universe. Excited by the alternative 'framework for all
knowledge' that is offered by this approach, Bill Gates is funding the Big History Project,
which aims to bring the subject to a wider audience around the world. The Little Book of Big
History breaks down the main themes of Big History into highly informative and accessible parts
for all readers to enjoy. By giving a truly complete timeline of world events, this book shines
a whole different light on history as we learned it and makes us think of our history - and our
future - in a very different way.
This New York Times bestseller "elegantly weaves evidence and insights . . . into a single,
accessible historical narrative" (Bill Gates) and presents a captivating history of the universe
-- from the Big Bang to dinosaurs to mass globalization and beyond. Most historians study the
smallest slivers of time, emphasizing specific dates, individuals, and documents. But what would
it look like to study the whole of history, from the big bang through the present day -- and
even into the remote future? How would looking at the full span of time change the way we
perceive the universe, the earth, and our very existence? These were the questions David
Christian set out to answer when he created the field of "Big History," the most exciting new
approach to understanding where we have been, where we are, and where we are going. In Origin
Story, Christian takes readers on a wild ride through the entire 13.8 billion years we've come
to know as "history." By focusing on defining events (thresholds), major trends, and profound
questions about our origins, Christian exposes the hidden threads that tie everything together
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-- from the creation of the planet to the advent of agriculture, nuclear war, and beyond. With
stunning insights into the origin of the universe, the beginning of life, the emergence of
humans, and what the future might bring, Origin Story boldly reframes our place in the cosmos.
Italia ’90 was the best and worst of World Cups. It made a global star of England’s
inspirational Paul Gascoigne and gave fresh confidence to English football but it was also the
lowest- scoring of all World Cups, leading directly to the back-pass ban that transformed the
sport. World In Motion travels from Africa to South America, via Europe and the Middle East, to
hear from the protagonists of Italia ’90 and find out why it is still seen as a special and
transformative moment, not just in English eyes but in other countries far and wide. It was a
World Cup of firsts – from Cameroon’s quarter-final trail-blazers via the feats of newcomers
like the Republic of Ireland and Costa Rica – but a tournament too which marked the last hurrah
of the old footballing powers of the Eastern Bloc amid the collapse of the Iron Curtain. It
began with the biggest shock of any opening game, as nine-man Cameroon beat Argentina, and it
ended with the worst final of all, as West Germany beat nine-man Argentina with a much-disputed
penalty. In between it gave us a big spectacle, a winning soundtrack and some unforgettable
storylines. World In Motion speaks to players and coaches, referees and administrators,
reporters and fans to gauge the full impact of football’s dramatic Italian summer – including
meeting Roger Milla at his home in Cameroon and Toto? Schillaci at his football school in
Sicily. In the process it rediscovers a time when the game stood on the brink of change, with
the Premier League and Champions League on the horizon, yet the World Cup remained a thrilling
voyage of discovery – a land of novelties, from Fair Play flags to fan embassies to that firstever penalty shoot-out heartbreak for England ...
The nation has commented on and devoured Paul Gascoigne for years. They read his story. But not
until now has anyone ever known what it is really like to wake every morning and be Gazza. What
lies behind the cheeky grin, jokes and tears? Here Gascoigne, in the company of his therapist,
confronts his demons and takes the reader into the recesses of his mind. The triggers that
created explosive genius on the pitch, outrageous antics off it and at times plunged Gascoigne
into dark despair are revealed together with the critical moments that influenced his
alcoholism, depression, drug abuse, gambling, eating disorders and compulsive behaviour. This is
more than the story of one man. It applies to people who face turmoil every day. Recognising a
problem and seeking help is the hardest step. Through self-assessment forms and expert advice,
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any reader who sees a mirror of themselves will be offered help and a way forward. There has
never been a book like this. Because there has never been a man like Paul Gascoigne.
The Castafiore Emerald
Fever Pitch
The Kaká Story
My World
Paul Gascoigne
The Little Book of Big History
The Full Story of Italia '90
In 1996, Sheryl became the most famous footballer's wife in Britain when lurid stories of physical abuse
by her husband Paul Gascoigne became front-page news. However, as the most idolised footballer of his
generation, Gazza was untouchable, and the fact that he'd been controlling Sheryl for years was quickly
glossed over. Sheryl divorced Paul two years later, but their story wasn't over. She spent years trying
to help him, supporting him when he was sectioned under the Mental Health Act and visiting him regularly
at the Priory. Last summer, distressed by Paul's disturbing OCD and bulimia, she decided to make one
last attempt to save her former husband from alcoholic oblivion. She failed. But she did succeed in
saving herself, and her children. Stronger is an empowering and inspirational memoir about a journey of
love, courage and violence that was Sheryl's life with Paul Gascoigne. It is also a moving portrait of
what it means to love and live with an addict. In finally voicing her side of the story, Sheryl is not
only putting her demons to bed - she is also dispelling the myths about domestic violence and giving
hope to the millions of people who are daily victims of this crime.
Gazza: My StoryHeadline
The two time winner of the William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award on George Best, considered the
greatest footballer of our time. No other imposed himself so completely on to the romantic imagination.
No other was so emblematic of the era during which he flourished. And no other will ever be as memorable
as George Best. On the field Best's skills were sublime and almost other-worldly. Off it, he had a
magnetic appeal. He was treated like a pop icon and a pin-up; a fashion-model and a sex-symbol. Every
man envied him and every woman adored him. To mark the 50th anniversary of his debut for Manchester
United, Duncan Hamilton examines Best's crowded life and premature death. But most importantly, Hamilton
presents Best at his glorious peak - the precocious goals, the labyrinthine runs, the poise and balletic
balance and the body swerves. This is George Best: footballing immortal.
"A surprise announcement brings the Project Kids back together in a two-school competition to build the
best Halloween display. Armed with Vampires, Goblins, Zombies, Ghosts and the lessons they learned on
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their previous adventure, it seems like there is no way they can lose!"--Publisher's information.
Lives Less Ordinary
My Story
Gazza Agonistes
The Inside Story of a World Cup that Changed our Footballing Nation Forever
The Scariest Haunted House Project - Ever!
You Don't Know Me, But . . .
Gazza in Italy
Life is complicated. If we can simplify the job of getting things done, the better off we usually are. This is particularly important in managing projects. In
this book, Gary (Gazza) tackles the complexity of managing projects by breaking the essential components of Project Management down into practical,
simple concepts. Whether you simply have an interest in Project Management or are already managing them, this book has something for you. For most
people, we remember things best when they are accompanied by music, or are part of a story. While there is no musical score to this book, there are plenty
of project management lessons wrapped in entertaining stories to help the concepts stick. Featuring popular episodes from Gazza's Corner blog and all-new
content, this book addresses the four main stages of typical projects: Initiation/Planning, Execution, Closeout and Project Control. What you will find in this
book: Learn about the importance of the Project Kickoff - and why you need a Monkey to help you through it. Need to create a new Project Plan? Learn to
write it as a story based on lessons learned from a famous author. Writing requirements? Learn how to develop exceptional ones through lessons learned
from Ice Cream - and the Spice Girls. Implementing Organizational Change? Learn how to do it successfully by growing a Desert. Learn about the
essentials of Risk Management from a pocket umbrella in the heart of the Australian Desert. You can't get there from here: tips on getting things done, in
spite of it all. A playful theory on the origin of writing - and why it is so important that we write stuff down. Working with Virtual Teams or Volunteers?
Read key lessons on working with both types of teams. And many other topics. From managing hundreds of small, concurrent projects to multi-year, multimillion dollar ventures, Gazza shares his 20+ years of experience and lessons learned to help you along the project management journey.
I learnt that it is faith that decides whether something will happen or not.At the age of eight, Kakß already knew what it he wanted in life: to play soccer,
and only soccer. He started playing in front of his friends and family, but when he suffered a crippling injury doctors told him he would never play again.
Through faith and perseverance Kakß recovered, and today he plays in front of thousands of fans every year. As the 2007 FIFA World Player of the Year
and winner of the Ballon dÆOr, this midfielder for Real Madrid has become one of the most recognized faces on the soccer field.
The Sunday Times no.1 bestselling memoir from Harry Redknapp ‘From kicking a ball as a kid under the street lamps of Poplar and standing on Highbury's
North Bank with my dad, to my first game at West Ham, I was born head over heels in love with football. It saved me, and 50 years on that hasn't changed
one bit - I'd be lost without it...’ Harry is the manager who has seen it all - from a dismal 70s Portakabin at Oxford City and training pitches with trees in the
middle to the unbeatable highs of the Premiership, lifting the FA Cup and taking on Real Madrid in the Champions League. With his much loved, nononsense delivery, Harry brings us a story filled with passion and humour that takes you right inside every drama of his career. Harry finally tells the full
story of all the controversial ups and downs - the pain and heartache of his court case, the England job, his love for Bobby Moore, his adventures at
Portsmouth with Milan Mandaric, the Southampton debacle, Tottenham and Daniel Levy, and not forgetting his years at West Ham or the challenges at his
current club QPR. It’s the epic journey of one of the great managers and, along the way, the story of the British game itself over the last five decades. In an
era now dominated by foreign coaches Harry is the last of an old-fashioned breed of English football man - one who has managed to move with the times
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and always come out fighting.
"Featuring new material. 'I was prime minister for three years and three days.Three years and three days of resilience.Three years and three days of
changing the nation.Three years and three days for you to judge.' On Wednesday 23 June 2010, with the government in turmoil, Julia Gillard asked Prime
Minister Kevin Rudd for a leadership ballot. The next day, Julia Gillard became Australia's 27th prime minister, and our first female leader. Australia was
alive to the historic possibilities. Here was a new approach for a new time. It was to last three extraordinary years. This is Julia Gillard's chronicle of that
turbulent time, a strikingly candid self-portrait of a political leader seeking to realise her ideals. It is her story of what it was like - in the face of government
in-fighting and often hostile media - to manage a hung parliament, build a diverse and robust economy, create an equitable and world-class education
system, ensure a dignified future for Australians with disabilities, all while attending to our international obligations and building strategic alliances for our
future. This is a politician driven by a sense of purpose - from campus days with the Austral
Gazza: My Story
A Strange Kind of Glory
Steven Gerrard
Gazza's Guide to Practical Project Management
The Ultimate Tree House Project
Soccer Skills with Gazza
How to Understand Paul Gascoigne

Traces how the works of Charles Dickens and Henry Mayhew reflected the poor majority in mid-nineteenthcentury London, citing the achievements of such influential figures as John Maynard Keyes, Paul Samuelson,
and Amartya Sen.
As the first-time manager of a provincial non-League football team, former England star Paul Gascoigne
promised to fulfil their dreams. Then, in the space of 39 days, both manager and team would see a dramatic
reversal of fortune. This text tells the story of Gazza's tragicomic reign as manager of Kettering Town.
Steven Gerrard is a genuine Liverpool legend. Captain at the age of 23. Two FA Cups. Three League Cups. One
UEFA Cup. And that Champions League win. Gerrard embodies the spirit and passion of Liverpool football club
like no other in the modern era. From the raw but talented youngster who made the jump from the Melwood
training ground and took to the famous Anfield turf at 18, to the talismanic skipper who has led his beloved club
through thick and thin, this stunningly illustrated book, complete with exclusive new photographs, is the story
of his fifteen momentous seasons at Liverpool FC. Along with a foreword from Kenny Dalglish, this is Steven
Gerrard's Liverpool story in his own words.
This account of Gazza's life concentrates on his exploits in Italy. Starting with Italia '90 and his mercurial
performances for England, it goes on to document the shattering of his knee cap and subsequent injury in a
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Newcastle nightclub; the tension and intrigue surrounding his on-off transfer to Lazio and the behind-the-scenes
wheeling and dealing; the ups and downs experienced while playing in Italy's Serie A; and finally what the future
holds. This book exposes the dubious activities of his agent, Mel Stein, and those claiming to act in Gazza's best
interests. It examines Gazza's relationship with fellow players, with first-hand profiles from close friend Glenn
Roeder, ex-manager Terry Venables, former team-mate Gary Lineker and current Lazio coach, Dino Zoff.
39 Days of Gazza
How Not to Be a Professional Footballer
World in Motion
My Life Surviving Gazza
Prezza
Tips and Advice on Surviving the Project Management Journey
The Inside Story of Italia '90: The Tournament that Changed Football
This is the story of a genius with flaws. Lots of them. On the field, Andy Goram was a defiant figure between the sticks who,
in many ways, defined the history-making nine-in-a-row team that brought so much success to Ibrox; off it, he careered
through three divorces and a welter of lurid tabloid headlines sensationalising his hellraising antics. In this no-holds-barred
account, Goram lifts the lid on his tempestuous life in football, from the Gers' glory days to a fairy-tale chapter with his
boyhood heroes: Manchester United. His life in the Old Firm is examined in depth, from the saves that broke former Celtic
manager Tommy Burns's heart to a story that was buried until now: Celtic's astonishing bid to sign him. Goram's Scotland
career ended in bitterness when he walked out on the squad before France 98, and here he smashes the myths that have
always surrounded his relationships with Craig Brown and Jim Leighton. This is the inside story of the man the fans voted
Rangers' greatest-ever goalkeeper. He remains a genius with flaws: a legend simply known as The Goalie.
Italia '90 - Gazza cried and football changed forever. Once you could ignore football, avoid the back pages, turn the telly
over, leave the pub. Now that's not possible because on 4 July 1990 in Turin's Stadium of the Alps gazza cried, England lost
and football changed forever. Pete Davies witnessed all of this first hand. The players, the hooligans, the agents, the
journalists, the fans - the full cast of football's rowdy circus. For nine month he had access to the England squad and their
manager, Bobby Robson, talking to them freely about their hopes, their fears, their methods and their lives. So this is the
real story, the unedited verdion. All Played Out - the first and last book to give the inside story of the greatest show on
Earth. 'Pete Davies is incapable of writing a dull sentence...one of the most outrageously entertaining books of the year'
Daily Post.
10 year old best friends Ben, James, Tim & Tom find the perfect tree in a forest near their school and begin to build the
Ultimate Tree House. Things start with a bang, and get even worse when Ben's sister Amanda discovers them working on
their secret tree house. Next thing they know, the girls are building their own - in the same tree - and it looks even better
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than the boy's! How are they doing it? What is their secret weapon? After the accident, everything changes and the boys
are forced to team up with the girls - as if that would ever work! This book introduces basic Project Management concepts
to children through an entertaining, funny story and simple lessons taught to one of the children by her father who is (of
course) a Project Manager. She applies what she has learned and suddenly the girls are leaping ahead of the boys who had
just "started building" - without a plan. Come join this unlikely band of tree house builders - four girls, four boys - as they
end up working together to try and complete the Ultimate Tree House Project!
In the summer of 2012, Clarke Carlisle, after 15 years as a professional footballer, was without a contract and wondering if
he still had a future in the game. With a growing media profile, thanks to his appearances on Question Time and an
acclaimed documentary on racism in football, there were plenty of other opportunities, but he was determined to give it
another go. Initially signing for York City before moving to Northampton Town, Carlisle was soon back in the thick of the
action. As the events of the year unfolded, Carlisle looked back at his career, from his early days playing for England
Under-21s, through career-threatening injuries and a battle with alcohol problems, to a late arrival at the top level with
Burnley. As chairman of the PFA, Carlisle is a much-respected figure in the game; his raw honesty and penetrating insights
will make readers view the game, and those who play it, in a whole new light.
One Night in Turin
My Story : Pulling No Punches
Glorious
The Untold Tales
How to Be a Footballer
Red: My Autobiography
My Autobiography

**Winner of the 2018 Telegraph Sports Book Awards Sports Bestseller of the Year** 'Very funny on almost every page,
wonderfully self-deprecating and very sharp on the ludicrous behaviour of the modern player' - Sunday Times 'The funniest
man in British sport' - Metro Featured on BBC Radio 2 with Chris Evans You become a footballer because you love football.
And then you are a footballer, and you’re suddenly in the strangest, most baffling world of all. A world where one team-mate
comes to training in a bright red suit with matching top-hat, cane and glasses, without any actual glass in them, and another
has so many sports cars they forget they have left a Porsche at the train station. Even when their surname is incorporated in
the registration plate. So walk with me into the dressing-room, to find out which players refuse to touch a football before a
game, to discover why a load of millionaires never have any shower-gel, and to hear what Cristiano Ronaldo says when he
looks at himself in the mirror. We will go into post-match interviews, make fools of ourselves on social media and try to
ensure that we never again pay £250 for a haircut that should have cost a tenner. We’ll be coached and cajoled by Harry
Redknapp, upset Rafa Benitez and be soothed by the sound of an accordion played by Sven-Goran Eriksson’s assistant Tord
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Grip. There will be some very bad music and some very bad decisions. I am Peter Crouch. This is How To Be A Footballer.
Shall we? Can’t get enough of Crouch? Tune into That Peter Crouch Podcast on Radio 5 Live
'This is a fan's eye-view of Paul Gascoigne - and fans, as we know, are expert at reassembling dashed hopes...' In 1987 Ian
Hamilton - acclaimed poet, biographer and Tottenham fan - was smitten from afar by the impish skills of Newcastle United's
Paul Gascoigne. When 'Gazza' duly signed for Spurs, Hamilton was sure that he and English football had found their new
hero. But Gascoigne was destined to be brought low by tragic flaws, and Hamilton was ideally positioned to tell the tale in
this, a peerless piece of football literature. 'By the final whistle Hamilton has sketched a compelling figure: reckless, cocky,
twitchy, hyperactive and half bonkers... but with flashes of implausible grace that connect with the dreams of his audience.'
Independent
Sir Matt Busby is a legend in football, an institution at Old Trafford. He is regarded by many as the greatest manager ever,
building three brilliant sides with players such as Charlton, Edwards, Law & Best. Originally written just two years before
Busby's death, this book is now available with a new introduction.
PREZZA: PULLING NO PUNCHES finally tells the remarkable journey of an 11-plus failure who became a union
firebrand, a campaigning MP and Britain's longest-serving deputy prime minister. Whether you regard John Prescott as a
street brawler, traitor to the left, grace-and-favour croquet player, philanderer and minister without a job; OR as the man
who ensured crucial party modernisation, who helped get Labour back into power, who kept the peace between Brown and
Blair, who fought with Al Gore to get the ground-breaking Kyoto Agreement signed and the voice of reason in the Cabinet his life story makes for a compelling read.
Toward the Goal
Always Managing
Adventures in Putin's World Cup
The Story of Economic Genius
All Played Out
My Journey to Hell and Back
Gazza
Winner of the first John Newbery Medal in 1921, here is van Loon's renowned classic record of historic adventure, updated for the 21st century.
The memoir behind the documentary One Night in Turin, the inside story of a World Cup that changed our footballing nation forever It was the
World Cup semi-finals. On 4th July, 1990, in a stadium in Turin, Gazza cried, England lost and football changed forever. This is the inside story of
Italia '90 - we meet the players, the hooligans, the agents, the journalists, the fans. Writer Pete Davies was given nine months full access to the England
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squad and their manager Bobby Robson. One Night in Turin is his thrilling insider account of the summer when football became the greatest show on
earth. 'This could well be the best book ever written about football' - Time Out
An anecdote-driven narrative of the classic footballer's ‘DOs and DO NOTs’ from the ever-popular Arsenal legend and football pundit Paul
Merson, aka ‘The Merse’.
No player has been more synonymous with the glory years of Manchester United Football Club over the past two decades than right-back Gary
Neville. An Old Trafford regular since he attended his first match at the age of six, captain of the brilliant 1992 FA Youth Cup-winning team that
became known as 'Fergie's Fledglings', outspoken representative of MUFC, Neville is the ultimate one-club man. He has been at the heart of it all and,
at the end of an amazing career, is now ready to tell it all. Authoritative, insightful, fearless and never less than 100% honest, no-one has better
credentials for documenting the story of United under Sir Alex Ferguson. Neville reveals the behind-the-scenes secrets of his early days with the likes
of Giggs, Scholes and his best mate David Beckham; what it was like to play with Cantona, Keane and Ronaldo; the Treble in 1999; and of course an
entire career of playing for the greatest manager in the game. Then there are all his experiences with England, from being the youngest starter at Euro
96 when football came home, to the ups and downs of five major championships and seven managers - Venables, Hoddle, Wilkinson, Keegan,
Eriksson, McClaren and Capello. There are opinions and analysis on Gazza, Rooney, WAGs and the true story of the FA and Rio Ferdinand. For
twenty glorious years, Gary Neville has worn his heart on his sleeve. This is his story.
The Inside Story
Project Kids Adventure #1
The Goalie
Our Gazza
Immortal
Eye on the Ball
Being Gazza
Almost as soon as Gazza burst on to the scene at Newcastle United, the young Geordie was the centre of attention: Vinnie Jones's notorious
ball-handling showed the lengths people would go to try to stop him. Then, with England on the verge of possibly reaching the World Cup
final in 1990, came Gazza's tears - the moment that brought a whole new audience to the sport and helped set the football boom of the 1990s
on its way. But then came a career-threatening injury, mental health problems, self-confessed alcoholism and family disputes, as life in the
full glare of the media spotlight became too much. Now, at the end of his top-flight playing career, Gazza is ready to confront his demons. The
result is quite simply the most remarkable footballing story you'll ever read: what it's like being Paul Gascoigne, in his own words.
Even people who don't know football know who 'Gazza' is. The man born as Paul John Gascoigne to a working-class family in the North-East
has found headlines on the front pages almost as often as the back pages throughout his life, thanks in great part to his more than colourful
lifestyle. But it is for his time as a footballer of the very highest order that Gazza's name will forever live in sporting history. During a career
that spanned more than ten different clubs, among them Newcastle United, Tottenham, Lazio and Rangers, and which included countless
unforgettable England performances, Gazza established himself as one of the sport's all-time greats: a master of skill, flair and invention like
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none that his country had produced before nor perhaps ever will again. Told in Gazza's own unique voice and fully illustrated with hundreds
of photos from the moments that he feels defined his career,Glorious: My World, Football and Meis a celebration, offering an unrivalled
insight into the mind of this greatest of footballers.
In The Castafiore Emerald (1963), all the characters from the series gather in Marlinspike Hall for a real comedy classic behind closed doors.
Resolutely turning his back on the adventure genre, Herg? concentrates on describing the difficulties of communication between human
beings. This is the "anti-adventure", full of misunderstandings, a comedy of errors.
The autobiography of Paul Gascoigne. Almost as soon as Gazza burst on to the scene at Newcastle United, the young Geordie was the
centre of attention: Vinnie Jones's notorious ball-handling showed the lengths people would go to try to stop him. Then, with England on the
verge of possibly reaching the World Cup final in 1990, came Gazza's tears - the moment that brought a whole new audience to the sport and
helped set the football boom of the 1990s on its way. But then came a career-threatening injury, mental health problems, self-confessed
alcoholism and family disputes, as life in the full glare of the media spotlight became too much. Now, at the end of his top-flight playing
career, Gazza is ready to confront his demons. The result is quite simply the most remarkable footballing story you'll ever read: what it's like
being Paul Gascoigne, in his own words.
Stronger
A Footballer's Life
My Liverpool Story
A Big History of Everything
Beckham
My World, Football and Me

A brilliant, funny and insightful analysis of Paul Gascoigne’s crazy up and downs during his three years at Lazio – a
period which shows his entire career in microcosm.
Because of his success on the football field and his high-profile marriage to a Spice Girl, David Beckham has had much
written about him. This however, is the first time he has revealed his own story. The text follows Beckham's life using
photographs and his own words.
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